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BBNNAAPPSS  NNeewwss  

MMaarrcchh  22001155  
BNAPS News Vol 5 Iss 2 – March 2015 

“Islander 50” Event Preparations Are Now Well Under 

Way – see page 23 for advance information and Dates. 
 

The May Issue of BNAPS News is planned to be on circulation by 
mid May and will include the full programme for “Islander 50” 

Week from 13-21 June, 2015 
 

 

Tony Austin’s Historic Parachute Jump Recalled   

in Ivan Berryman’s Latest Painting “First Man Out” 

 
 

 

 

 

The occasion has been captured by Ivan Berryman in a new painting titled “First Man Out” 
commissioned by Tony Austin. At the time the jump was filmed from another aircraft and 

subsequently this record of Tony’s parachute jump was included as part of a B-N publicity 
film made at the time, this film will be shown during “Islander 50” week. Tony is planning 

to be at “Islander 50” with signed prints of the painting. 

An interesting aspect of the Islander story came to light recently when BNAPS was 
contacted by Tony Austin from Southampton: 
“In the summer of 1965 I worked at Bembridge as part of the pleasure flying unit operating 
from Sandown Airport and, also being a sport parachutist, asked Desmond Norman and John 
Britten if I could 'test' the Islander for parachuting as it seemed to me an ideal aircraft for that. 

They readily agreed to my request and so I made several jumps from varying heights with Jim 
Birnie as pilot and Andy Coombe as flight engineer. The aircraft used then was G-ATCT and Jim 
later told me that seeing me disappear from the aircraft simply horrified him as he had never 

seen it done before from his perspective!” 
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Channel Islands Air Search News 
 
 
 
 

Trislander G-RLON at Alderney– the aircraft that 

in which Toby Dixon made his nostalgic flight 

CIAS Fund Raising for New Build Replacement Islander 
Should anyone wish to make a donation to this worthy cause more information about the CIAS 

organisation, fund raising for a new replacement aircraft and contact details can be found here:  

www.ci-airsearch.com 

 

 

New Build BN-2B at Daedalus Airfield 
 
 

 

 

New build BN-2B 
Islander G-CIGM, c/n 

2312, seen here at 
Daedalus Airfield on 24 
March, 2015 undergoing 

ground engine runs. 
It is believed to be 

destined for delivery to 
FLN in Germany in April. 
(Photo courtesy of 

Richard Davies). 

CIAS longer term 
replacement Islander G-
BEXJ, c/n 2020, made a 

return visit to Daedalus 
Airfield in February. The 

aircraft has now been 
given additional SAR 
titling on each side of 

the forward fuselage. 
(Photo courtesy of 

Richard Davies) 

Cape Air’s B-N Islander Operations – Latest News 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Some good news has been received about Cape 

Air’s East Coast USA B-N Islander operations 
planned for this summer. Trish Lorino, Vice 

President Marketing and Public Relations for Cape 
Air and Nantucket Airlines, has advised BNAPS 
News that starting on June 12, services from 

Cape Air’s station in Providence at TF Green 
Airport will all be operated by Islanders.  

Last year, only Block Island was served from 
Providence by the Islander. This year, services to 
Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard will be added to 

the routes served by Cape Air’s fleet of four B-N 
Islanders from Providence. More details and 

photos in a future issue of BNAPS News.  

 

http://www.ci-airsearch.com/
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VCN Restoration Progress Report 
January 2015 – March 2015 

Work on the fuselage has continued alongside cleaning and paint stripping the wing 

structure. Both the avionics bay cover (Keith Winter completed the repair to one of the 
mountings) and the nose cone have been trial fitted.  Whist these were fitted Bryan 

Groves and Bob Wilson looked at the position of the red upper colouring over the nose 
area and how it then extended aft.  Bryan Groves had earlier done a lot of research on 
the positioning of the paint lines, thickness of the stripes etc. from available photographs 

and drawings. Positioning of the lower black striping was also marked out.  
The starboard side windows are now sealed in place after overcoming the difficulty of 

finding a suitable non-toxic adhesive/sealer.  A test piece was made up first to ensure 
compatibility with both the silicon sealer strip and the metal window frame. The Baggage 
Bay Door is now back from the painters and looks superb – credit to Andy Stewart who 

put in a tremendous amount of prep work to restore the surface prior to painting. 
Keith Winter and Bob Ward have been fitting the new Fin Leading Edge which has been a 

challenge as no jig is available and the old leading edge is being used as a template 
where appropriate.  
Meanwhile the rest of the team have been busy tackling the mammoth job of paint 

stripping and de-corroding the wing. 
Work has been done on sorting the internal trim components received from George 

Cormack but it was decided to avoid trying to do too much work inside the fuselage to 
give Bryan and Paul Brook full freedom for their work on the instrument panel and 

controls now that instruments are being fitted. 
 

The following series of photographs illustrate the work that has been undertaken during 

the current period: 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Thanks once again to George Cormack’s 

generosity, BNAPS was pleased to 
receive a large box containing an 
Islander fuselage trim kit.  

Here Bob Ward sets about unpacking 

the box of “goodies”. 

Initially the trim items supplied have 
been cross checked against the 

relevant B-N part numbers.  
 

Installation of the trim will be phased in 
following completion of instrument 

installation and final checks and 

commissioning of the electrical system. 
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VCN Restoration Progress Report January – March 2015 (Continued) 
 
   

 
 
 

 

With the workshop now 

re-arranged, work on 
removing old paint and 

de-corroding the wing has 
got under way alongside 
the work on the fuselage. 

 
Here Patrick Gallagher is 

engaged on cleaning off 
some of the old paint from 
the upper surface of the 

wing. 

 

 

The restoration team 
has now got used to the 
restricted space for 

socialising around the 
coffee and doughnuts 

as the one slight 
disadvantage of moving 

the fuselage.   

Keith Winter is seen 
here completing detail 

fitting of new Camlock 
fasteners for the 

avionics bay cover. 
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VCN Restoration Progress Report January – March 2015 (Continued) 

 

 

 

 

 

The tail plane has now 
been stowed out of the 

way on the rafters whilst 
it awaits its turn to be 

spray painted. 

Guy Palmer (left) and 

Patrick Gallagher 
(centre) confer with 

Bob Wilson when the 
avionics bay cover is 
fitted with the new 

Camlock fasteners in 

place. 

Bryan Groves has 

produced a special 
template to assist 

getting the red and 
black fuselage cheat 
lines in their required 

positions. 
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VCN Restoration Progress Report January – March 2015 (Continued) 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bob Ward gets to work on 

cleaning loose paint and 

surface corrosion from the 
underside of the wing. 

 

 

 

View inside the avionics 
bay showing the 
electrical harness and 

connections for the 
external DC power 

connector. 

Bob Wilson attends to 
the avionics bay cover 
fixings. 

A new set of Camlock 
fasteners have been 

procured to replace 
original badly corroded 

items. 

The port and 

starboard wing tip 
nav light housings 
have been cleaned 

up and repainted by 

Patrick Gallagher. 
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VCN Restoration Progress Report January – March 2015 (Continued) 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Keith Winter cut the 
new fin leading edge 

section folded sheet 
metal to size and is 

seen here drilling the 
fixing holes using the 
old leading edge 

section as a template. 

After a trial fit check, 
the tail cone has now 

been painted and is 

awaiting installation. 

The baggage bay 
door has now been 

spray painted and is 

awaiting installation. 
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Cylinders Needed for “Non-functional” Lycoming O-540 Engines- 
Norvic Aero Engines’ Jon Howard needs eight more cylinders for the “non-functional” Lycoming 

O-540 engines. The cylinders are used on O-360 and O-540 engines, cylinder part number is as 

follows “The assembly part number required is 05K21102, this is identified with a cylinder 

head/barrel part no of LW 12425, there are other older cylinder head/barrel part numbers that 

will do the job listed in the following link http://www.eci.aero/pdf/crm08.pdf. Use the ECI cyl 

class no 10 as reference.” If anyone knows of something suitable that might be available please 

get in touch with BNAPS in the first instance. 

 

 

 

 

VCN Restoration Progress Report January – March 2015 (Continued) 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Following installation of new Camlock fasteners a trial fit of the avionics bay cover was 
undertaken. This proved to be successful. The nose cone was similarly offered up for a 

trial fit that also proved successful, the end result gave VCN a “new look”. 

Work to prepare the fuselage to go on show for “Islander 50” will take priority. The next 

phase will see the instruments fitted, electrical system go live and the instrument panel 
coaming and cockpit windows installed. Action is now underway to refurbish the pilot’s 

bench seat and make it ready for installation and to start fitting the internal fuselage 
trim kit. Work will continue to complete the fin leading edge repair and to prime the fin 

and rudder ready for spray painting. Work on the wing will continue with about four of 
the restoration team involved most of the time, 

 

http://www.eci.aero/pdf/crm08.pdf
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Lest we Forget  
Brian Partridge 9 October, 1922 – 2 August, 

2010 

 
A story written by Brian for BNAPS 

 

A Lad with Wings  

My first seventeen years were quiet enough; 

the greater part spent on an old farm in a 

small village in Cheshire. A memorable event 

was a visit in 1933 by Alan Cobham’s Flying 

Circus which landed in one of my grandfather’s 

fields. My grandmother subbed me ten bob for 

a flight in a DH Fox Moth. Afterwards, I told 

her I was going to be a pilot when I was old 

enough.  

 

 
DH83 Fox Moth, Woburn, 2003 (P.Graham) 

 

For someone whose total experience of travel 

was on holidays in North Wales and the Isle of 

Man, the next weeks were exhilarating. Firstly 

to London to the Aircrew Reception Centre 

where the new recruits were bawled at by 

unhappy corporals; then on to Initial Training 

Wing at Stratford-Upon-Avon where we shaved 

in cold water and stripped to the waist, 

exercised in snow-covered fields; a brief 

sojourn at Sywell to gain flying experience on 

Tiger Moths; finally by crowded boat across 

the Atlantic to Halifax, by train to New York 

where peeping down at the traffic from the top 

of the Empire State Building convinced me I 

suffered from fear of heights and would never 

make a pilot, then south again by train to 

Florida. 

My home for the rest of 1942 was to be 5 

British Flying Training School at Riddle Field, 

Clewiston in the heart of Florida, near the 

Okeechobee Swamps with their alligators and 

monster mosquitoes. The flying instructors 

were American, some of whom had earned a 

living crop dusting so their eyesight was keen 

and reactions quick, just right for training 

fighter pilots. 

The first 90 hours were on the wonderfully 

strong and aerobatic Stearman PT 17 (first 

solo on the 6th July, 1942 in PT-17 No. 28), 

then 50 more on a monoplane, the staid 

Vultee BT13 (aka the 'Vibrator'); finally the 

exciting North American AT6A (aka Harvard in 

the R.A.F.) with its wicked stall and ability to 

perform snap rolls. 

On the 3rd December, 1942, the last day of 

my training, the final exercise was to be a low 

level tail chase. Three of us set off in our 

AT6As, an instructor in front, me solo as 

number two and another student and 

instructor in the third aircraft. After an exciting 

time twisting and turning at low level the 

instructor waggled his wings to indicate the 

end of the exercise and, as pre-arranged, I  

closed up behind to his left expecting the other 

aircraft to close up on his right. 

However, for whatever reason the number 

three also closed up on the left and flew into 

me from below. There was an almighty bang 

as the propeller of the other aircraft cut into 

my wing. I had the presence of mind to pull 

back and gain as much height as I could, but 

eventually my wing fell off taking a chunk of 

the fuselage with it. Fortunately this allowed 

me to exit the aircraft and I floated down on 

my parachute. The pilot of the other aircraft, 

Geoffrey King, was not so lucky and died in 

the ensuing crash, although his instructor 

survived. 

In April 1943 I received a letter from the 

Pioneer Parachute Company confirming my 

induction into the Caterpillar Club, reserved for 

those who have been forced to resort to their 

parachutes in an emergency, together with the 

iconic club tie pin. With 200 flying hours in the 

log book and pilot’s wings sewn on the 

uniform, I sailed back to England early in 1943 

and was surprised to find myself back at 

Sywell, flying Tiger Moths. I was even more 

surprised to find I had more to learn about 

flying (see Note 1). 

 

Nothing on the Clock   

What was I doing here? Budding ace fighter 

pilot, over two hundred flying hours under my 

belt and raring to get my hands on a Spitfire, I 

was back flying Tiger Moths at an elementary 
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flying school in the middle of England in 1943. 

It was very dull. With a recently qualified 

navigator sitting in the back, we were 

supposed to cruise straight and level at 

between three and five thousand feet and 

follow his instructions about what heading to 

steer and when to turn on to the next leg of 

the navigation exercise. It was, of course, very 

necessary and salutary. After a year spent in 

sunny Florida, flying in good visibility over a 

landscape where roads and railways generally 

ran north-south or east-west and towns and 

cities were far apart and easily recognized, I 

had to admit that flying over the English 

countryside was another kettle of fish.   Roads 

and railways ran higgledy-piggledy, towns and 

villages huddled together defying ready 

identification, visibility was seldom better than 

two or three miles and the maps were 

cluttered with information. 

Both pilot and navigator would often 

experience the uneasy feeling of being 

“uncertain of their position”.   Since there were 

no radio beacons, old fashioned map reading 

was the only way to get back to home base. 

After days of routine flying, I was feeling very 

bored and restless. One morning I was teamed 

up for a trip with Jean Darlan, a lively 

Canadian navigator.  I decided to try my luck. 

“Jean, suppose we cut a few corners on this 

exercise and try a few steep  turns and 

gentle aerobatics before returning to base. 

What do you  reckon?” “I’d be happy to. My 

liver needs a bit of shaking up after last night.” 

Jean’s eyes gleamed with enthusiasm. The day 

was clear and frosty and we flew around the 

triangular course without trouble. On the last 

leg, with about twenty miles to go to our 

airfield, I asked Jean if he was ready for the 

aerobatics. “Sure. Go ahead. I’ll just make 

sure my gear can’t fly about.” “Check your 

harness is good and tight for the slow rolls,” I 

reminded him. 

I made a clearing turn to confirm there were 

no other aircraft in the vicinity, then lowered 

the nose and increased throttle to gain speed 

for my first loop. The adrenalin began to flow 

as the Tiger Moth sailed effortlessly over the 

top. After some satisfying loops, I grew more 

confident and half-rolled out of the loop to 

begin a series of figures of eight. As Jean had 

been making approving noises over the 

intercom, I felt bold enough to try a very slow 

roll. This was a mistake. I started with too 

little airspeed, ran out of effective rudder and 

aileron control, the engine hesitated, the nose 

dropped and the aircraft finally came out the 

right way up after a clumsy lurch. 

To hide my embarrassment, I decided to finish 

the display with a piece de resistance – an 

upward twizzle followed by a stall turn off the 

top. I gained speed in a steep dive with full 

throttle and pulled back the stick to climb 

vertically and, as we climbed, began to roll the 

aircraft. The first 360 degrees went well, but 

halfway round the next vertical roll I ran out of 

aileron control. The airspeed fell rapidly and 

the rudder wouldn’t deflect the nose to start 

the stall turn to head downhill again. The 

needle of the airspeed indicator flickered to 

zero, the engine coughed and faded and the 

propeller stopped rotating. It was suddenly 

very quiet. My mind raced. What happens if 

the aircraft starts to slide tail first? Will it 

damage the elevator and rudder? How do you 

restart the engine without a starter motor? I 

had no answers to these questions. 

The Tiger Moth took matters into its own 

hands. With slow dignity, it pitched forwards 

until the nose was pointing at the ground and 

began to accelerate. I was just about to pull 

out of the dive and settle into a glide while I 

scanned the handkerchief sized fields below for 

a place to make a forced landing when the 

aircraft again showed it had a mind of its own. 

The propeller kicked once, twice, then began 

to turn steadily and the engine burst into life 

with a comforting roar. I quickly throttled back 

and cruised back to base straight and level at 

three thousand feet to settle my nerves. Back 

on the ground, as we walked to the briefing 

room together, I asked Jean had he enjoyed 

the aerobatics. “They were great,” he replied 

excitedly. “Say, what was that last manoeuvre 

called?” I hesitated. “A hammerhead stall off 

the top of an upward roll”. I hoped I sounded 

convincing. 

“Gee, it was great. Could we do it again next 

time we fly together?” I don’t think he heard 

me as I murmured to myself, “Not on your 

nelly.” 

 

Royal Air Force (see Note 2) 

Thus began a 20 year career as a pilot in the 

Royal Air Force. Emboldened by illusions of 

wealth on the salary of a Pilot Officer, I 

proposed to Joan and we were married in 

June, 1943. Four days into our honeymoon, I 

was recalled and posted to a Hurricane 

Operational Training Unit.  

At last, I thought, I was on my way to a 

fighter squadron. No such luck. Fighter 

Command had its full establishment of pilots in 

1943. I carried on flying Hurricanes and 

Martinets simulating fighter attacks on trainee 

Wellington tail-gunners by day and by night 

until June 1944, when, after a swift Spitfire 

conversion, I joined 611 Squadron, West 

Lancashire Auxiliary Squadron. 

Those were adrenalin-filled days, flying Spitfire 

V's low-level across the Channel to protect the 

D-Day beachheads and inland to attack road 
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and rail targets.  Dubbed clipped (wings), 

cropped (propeller blades) and clapped (out), 

the V's were nippy little fighting machines. 

 
Hurricane OTU, 1943 (B.L.Partridge) 

 

 
Spitfire VC, Old Warden, 2003 (P Graham) 

 

Newly equipped with Spitfire IXAs, the 

Squadron’s role changed to escorting daylight 

raids by Lancaster bombers on targets such as 

submarine pens at Lorient and industrial 

centres in Germany. When control of the air 

over Germany was gained, the Squadron re-

equipped with Mustang IVs which extended the 

range of the fighter escorts as far afield as 

Munich, Nuremburg, the eastern outskirts of 

Berlin and Swinemunde. But flights of over five 

hours in a Mustang cockpit at high altitude 

soon became uncomfortable. 

 

Pneumatic Throne 

Above 20,000 feet, the outside temperature 

drops to the minus twenties. While flying at 

these altitudes for five hours or more escorting 

a force of R.A.F. bombers in daytime attacks 

on Germany, the fuselage of a Mustang P51D 

aircraft quickly cooled to the ambient 

temperature and the cockpit became very cold 

indeed. We wore warm flying clothing and our 

gloves and flying boots were electrically 

heated. But our nether regions were sorely 

afflicted as a bag containing very cold 

emergency water supplies separated our bums 

from the cushion of the dinghy and parachute 

pack. 

After a few weeks of this chilling Arctic 

experience, the pilots in my squadron, myself 

included, were complaining bitterly about the 

symptoms of piles. My wife reported this to 

her aunt who was a hospital nurse. The angelic 

aunt procured a rubber inflatable ring cushion 

which I tried out a few days later on a sortie to 

Stettin. Fully inflated, the cushion was 

blissfully comfortable as we taxied out for 

takeoff. We were climbing through 10,000 feet 

in loose finger four formation on a perfect 

spring day in 1945 when I noticed that the 

cushion was becoming very hard, 

uncomfortably so.  

Then as we passed 15,000 feet I found that 

my right hand had slid up the pistol grip of the 

control column and my left hand was touching 

the tip of the throttle control. When I felt 

pressure on my neck as my flying helmet 

pressed against the cockpit canopy, I realised 

what was happening. In the low ambient air 

pressure, the rubber cushion was over-

inflating. I was literally going up in the world. 

In danger of losing my grip of the control 

column and throttle lever, my feet even had 

trouble in reaching the rudder pedals. With no 

autopilot to keep the aircraft flying straight 

and level, I had to do something quickly before 

I lost control. My first thought was to feel 

inside the wool lining of my flying boot to find 

the little knife supplied to stab the dinghy in 

the event of accidental inflation putting the 

pilot in a situation similar to mine. Then I 

remembered the angelic aunt’s warning about 

the cushion. “These are as scarce as hen’s 

teeth, real rubber and imported from 

America!” 

 

 
Mustang IV Hunsdon, 1945 (611 Squadron 

Association) 

I frantically wriggled and scrabbled, searching 

for the valve, found it under my right buttock, 

and unscrewed the head to release the air, 

just in time to allow me to grab the stick as 

the port wing went down. With a deep sigh of 

relief, I concentrated on regaining my place in 

the formation which I had started to lag 
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behind. Needless to say there was great mirth 

on return to our base north of London, when I 

explained the cause of my problems. On future 

sorties, pre takeoff checks included the 

cautionary ‘check cushion for partial inflation, 

valve accessible between legs next to pilot 

relief tube’. 

The 16t April, 1945 started out as a daylight 

escort for two squadrons on a mission to bomb 

German warships in Stettin harbour. We then 

broke away and carried out low level sweeps in 

the area east of Berlin before returning to 

England. Russian aircraft, a small group of Yak 

and Ilyushin fighters, were encountered during 

the descent from 26,000ft and, at the sight of 

twenty-four Mustang fighters, did the only 

thing possible, which was to go into a series of 

defensive turning circles. Having recognised 

them as allies we passed close to them and 

wiggled our wings in a friendly gesture, but 

succeeded only in making them tighten their 

defensive turns. This was later purported by 

the BBC to be the first link up between Russian 

and Allied forces following an interview with 

me after  our return! 

We then carried on to the east of Berlin, with 

me flying as Red 3 on operation Ramrod 1542, 

when I observed four aircraft flying below at 2 

o'clock. I reported this to the Wing Leader who 

confirmed that there were at least eight 

FW190's. We prepared to lead Red Section to 

attack, when the Wing Leader called us to 

reform to do a coordinated attack. We turned 

slightly starboard and approached the rear of 

the first formation of four FW190s at 6,000ft 

doing about 280mph.  

At about 800 yards the Wing Leader called 

attack and we closed with the Wing Leader in 

the centre, White Section to starboard and Red 

Section to port. I attacked one FW190 at 400 

yards range with a long burst scoring strikes 

first on the rudder, which seemed to shatter 

and then on the root of the port wing where 

pieces fell away. I closed to 150 yards range, 

gave a short burst seeing strikes on the 

fuselage on the port side, the enemy aircraft 

turning to port in a gentle dive. It then turned 

very sharply to port and dived rapidly away 

and although I didn't see it crash, Plt Off Ward 

confirmed that this aircraft hit the ground.  

My height was now about 4,000ft and I kept 

diving towards the next formation of four 

aircraft ahead and below at 2,000ft. These 

aircraft were traveling faster but my speed 

was now 235mph and I overhauled them fairly 

rapidly. I was attacking from the extreme left 

and the aircraft I intended to attack broke 

quite sharply to port before he was in range. I 

attacked his no.2 at 500 yards range giving 

short bursts as I closed. I estimate the speed 

of the enemy aircraft to be 300mph diving 

towards the aerodrome. I saw strikes first on 

the cockpit and then all over the fuselage and 

the enemy aircraft slowed down losing height 

over the edge of the drome. The airfield 

defence opened fire so I broke sharply to 

starboard before I could confirm that the 

FW190 crashed. I climbed weaving violently 

and rejoined the squadron at 10,000ft. 

After VE Day, 611 Squadron was disbanded. 

There was now a surplus of fighter pilots, so I 

volunteered to join as Air Liaison Officer to a 

force of Lincoln bombers to be based in 

Western China, from where it would bomb 

Japan by night. This entailed learning 

Mandarin Chinese, initially at the School of 

Oriental and African Studies in London. Before 

the course ended, the Japanese surrendered 

so the Lincolns were not needed. 

 

 
Peking Departure, 1948 (B.L.Partridge) 

 

 
Ming Tombs outside Peking, 1948 

(B.L.Partridge) 

As there was a need for a small number of 

Chinese speaking officers in peace-time to 

staff the Air Attaché’s office in the British 

Embassy in China, I was posted to Peking (as 

it was known then) to continue my studies.  

There I was joined by Joan and newly arrived 

son, David, and we spent two very happy and 

fulfilling years in an uncrowded, unpolluted 

ancient capital, full of wondrous things. 

By the middle of 1948, Mao’s troops had 

begun to infiltrate the countryside around 

Peking so we were flown to Hong Kong to 

catch a troopship back to England. I rejoined 

the mainstream life of the Air Force where the 
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jet era had arrived.  Back into Fighter 

Command on a Vampire Squadron, then into 

Flying Training Command as a Meteor 

instructor with a tour at Central Flying School 

which gave me the opportunity to fly my first 

swept-wing aircraft, the Hunter Mk1V, finally 

into Bomber Command as commanding officer 

of a Valiant V-Bomber Squadron. 

In 1961, having decided that I would like to 

see what the real world was like outside the 

protective life of the peacetime Air Force, I 

took the early retirement option. Armed with a 

brand new ATPL licence, I set off for Nigeria. 

 

ASWA, Lagos,Nigeria 

I had been in Nigeria for a little over a year as 

chief pilot of a local charter company flying 

business executives around Nigeria and across 

to Ghana and the Ivory Coast  when I was 

invited to be Manager of ASWA. [Editor – this 

was a sister company of Crop Culture (Aerial) 

Limited] 

In 1962, it comprised a small office in 

downtown Lagos, a charming secretary and an 

elderly Piper Tripacer parked in the open at 

Lagos Airport. ASWA stood for Air Stock West 

Africa, which mystified most people. 

It had two jewels in its crown. The Piper 

Distributorship for West Africa, which stretched 

from Senegal on the Atlantic in the west as far 

south as Belgian Congo, and covered twelve 

Anglophone and Francophone countries.   It 

also held the Irvine Parachute agency which 

was a little goldmine as the Ghanaian army 

paratroopers frequently dropped into thorn-

infested scrub which played havoc with their 

parachutes. 

 

 
New ASWA hangar (B.L.Partridge) 

 

I decided to emulate the Piper Distributor in 

Nairobi and build up ASWA into a major sales 

and service organization for Piper and, if 

possible, other general aviation aircraft. The 

first step was to change the name to 

Aeronautical Services West Africa. The second 

was to build half a hangar at Lagos Airport 

next door to a sales office and spare parts 

store. 

Crop Culture helped make this happen and 

also posted Ron Cripps, one of their more 

experienced engineers, to set up a Lycoming 

engine overhaul shop in the hangar which 

gave ASWA the valuable Lycoming dealership. 

 

 
A Jodel, a Chipmunk and the Cherokee 

(B.L.Partridge) 

Once ASWA’s reputation had been established 

as the only reliable general aviation sales and 

service company on the West Coast, the 

dealership opportunities multiplied, sales 

expanded and the office became very busy.   

Fortunately my wife, Joan, agreed to be office 

manager and incidentally, debt collector as she 

proved to be a match for the Nigerian 

Department of Civil Aviation, notorious for 

unconscionable delays in paying bills. 

Bell Helicopters, Dornier, Aero-Commander 

and King Radio all asked ASWA to look after 

their interests and explore sales possibilities 

although exclusive distributorships were not 

possible without the purchase of 

demonstration aircraft. The Tripacer was sold 

and a new Piper Comanche, which looked and, 

in some ways, felt like a P51 Mustang became 

our pride and joy. Later it bore fruit in the sale 

of a Twin Comanche. 

 

 
Jane, Brian, Joan and David Partridge with 

ASWA Cherokee 180, Lagos, 1965 

(B.L.Partridge) 

 

After the sale of a Runway Sweeper to Lagos 

Airport, the product range expanded beyond 

aeronautical. With the help of Tom Ketley, a 

retired Army officer who ran a successful 

business in Accra selling explosives, machinery 

and equipment to gold-mining companies and 
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who had helped secure parachute sales to the 

Ghanaian Army, we sold Hunslet locomotives 

to the Nigerian Ports Authority. 

At a Trade Show in Lagos, Joan demonstrated 

a G.P.S. Driving Simulator to dumbfounded 

Nigerian audiences who could see from the 

screen that she was driving along roads in a 

contraption without wheels. We sold it to the 

Nigerian Police Driving School. Then, as civil 

war storm clouds gathered, we made our 

biggest sale. We arranged for Lockheed to be 

invited by the Nigerian Government to bring 

out a C130 for demonstrations to the Army. 

The Commander-in-Chief and his staff officers 

were thoroughly impressed and agreed they 

would need several. He was assassinated 

before the sales contract could be signed. 

By the end of 1966, following the 

assassination of the highly respected Prime 

Minister, running an aviation business at Lagos 

Airport became impossible with trigger-happy 

soldiers taking pot-shots at small aircraft on 

the approach to the airport. ASWA was sold to 

a Nigerian businessman who paid half the 

agreed price then reneged on the deal, 

knowing he was safely out of reach in strife-

torn Nigeria. 

 

First flight in an Islander 

The first time I flew an Islander was in July 

1967 (BN-2 msn 002 G-ATWU, 20 July, 1967). 

Desmond Norman checked me out on a thirty 

minute flight from Bembridge to Shoreham 

and kindly let me fly it back to Bembridge. 

Takeoff was straightforward and with half fuel 

and no passengers or freight on board, the 

Islander left the ground like a bird after a 

short run.  

 

 
BN2 Islander msn 002 G-ATWU  

(BN Historians) 

 

Having spent some years flying nervous senior 

executives around Nigeria in Piper Apaches, I 

began my usual gentle climb out from 

Shoreham. Desmond quietly reached forward 

and eased the control column back and back 

again until we reached a 45 degree angle of 

climb. It was then I realized how much lift that 

massive wing generated and how the aircraft 

loved to fly. The other thing that struck me 

was how well it sat as it cruised along with a 

feeling of great stability and well harmonized 

controls. It was a pleasure to fly and a doddle 

to land.  

So started five happy years with Britten–

Norman at Bembridge. While Joan was 

designing and refurbishing a lovely 17th 

century cottage in Brading I travelled the 

world selling Islanders. My territory comprised 

Africa south of the Sahara, South-East Asia, 

Australasia and Japan. The challenge was, at a 

time when the British aviation industry was in 

the doldrums, to convince potential buyers 

that this small unknown company could deliver 

a reliable, economical aircraft and afterwards 

provide adequate support for its operators. 

By 1968, the Islander’s excellent reputation 

began to spread. Participation in air shows at 

Paris, Hanover and Turin bore fruit with sales 

to OLT, Aertirrena and Air Gabon. Most 

rewarding were visits by operators to 

Bembridge to see the dedicated team that 

John and Desmond had created and inspired 

and to feel the buzz of a dynamic team at 

work. An early example in 1968 was a visit by 

the ebullient boss of Aerial Tours, Port 

Moresby. His company provided vital air 

transport to communities isolated from the 

nearest commercial centre by natural barriers 

of mountainous terrain and thick jungle. By 

1994, his Islander fleet had grown to eleven 

aircraft. 

By 1969, the Islander’s name had arrived in 

Japan. An initial order for five aircraft was 

placed by Ataka for lease to operators flying to 

island holiday resorts. Over the years the 

numbers on the Japanese register of aircraft 

has grown to over twenty-five. 

An important visitor to Bembridge was the 

General Manager of Qantas with a team of 

engineers which examined the design, 

structure and performance of the Islander with 

the attention they would give to a new jet 

airliner. They left Bembridge satisfied that the 

Islander was the aircraft they needed for their 

subsidiary airline operating in Fiji’s hot and 

humid conditions. 

By 1970, the aircraft were rolling out of the 

hangar. It was Africa’s turn. A tour of East 

Africa and a visit to South Africa led to the 

appointment of distributors in Nairobi and 

Johannesburg. (The latter chose a name which 

echoed that of the very successful Australian 

distributor, Islander Aircraft Sales, South 

Africa). Their first aircraft were delivered early 

in 1971. Our friends in Portugal had already 

taken care of strife-torn Angola and 

Mozambique. The sale of five Islanders to 

Zambia, thanks to the good offices of Maurice 

Hynett, was a pleasing example of the aircraft 

being used for humanitarian purposes, flying 
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doctors, nurses and dentists to remote small 

towns and villages which had rudimentary 

medical resources. 

 

 
BN2A-3 Islander msn 260 9J-ACE (BN 

Historians/ Zambian Flying Doctor Service) 

 

Conclusion 

So what were the highlights of those five 

years, apart from the fleshpots of Tahiti, Atami 

Hot Springs in Japan and the Paris Air Show? 

There were many, but chief among them 

were:- 

Flying an Islander over Dracula forests 

between Bucharest and Brasov; 
 

Flying an Islander down the Rift Valley from 

Nairobi to Dar es Salaam; 
 

Flying the Trislander with port and starboard 

propellers feathered. 
 

Flying with MSA in an Islander over dense 

jungle to an up-river village in Sarawak and 

seeing local villagers climb aboard and sit 

happily chatting waiting for take-off like 

seasoned commuters in the U.S.A. Few of 

them would have seen a car. 

 

Postscript 

In September, 1970, Mount Cook Airways took 

delivery of their first Islander. In January, 

2006, my daughter Jane went for a sight-

seeing flight from Queenstown to Milford 

Sound in New Zealand South Island, the 

aircraft – an Islander of Mount Cook Airways. 

 

 
Daughter Jane and Islander, NZ, 2006 

(B.L.Partridge) 

 

 
Brian and Joan, 2006 (B.L.Partridge) 

 

The Britten-Norman Islander will be around for 

many years more and like the Tiger Moth and 

the DC3, become a legend in aviation history. 

 

Brian Partridge, North Shore, Sydney  

February 2006 

 

[Editor’s Notes:  

Note 1 Brian’s first RAF training flight took 

place on the 20th March, 1942 in Tiger Moth 

T-8263. Astonishingly, out of the thousands 

built, this very aircraft was purchased as 

Government surplus by Desmond Norman in 

1954, registered G-ANRL, converted to a crop 

spraying aircraft and  fitted with a ‘McMahon 

Hopper’ in place of the front seat and Micronair 

ULV spraying units. It was later registered to 

Crop Culture (Aerial). It was one of two Tiger 

Moths that undertook the very first spraying 

contract in the Sudan in 1955, repeated the 

exercise in 1956 and that year, due to the 

Suez  crisis, returned to the UK by flying the 

width of Africa to Lagos (thereby pre-dating 

Brian’s arrival by five years!) and then up the 

west coast. Fortuitously, this allowed the 

Micronair equipment to be demonstrated to 

the owners of the French-run banana 

plantations in West Africa and led to significant 

spraying contracts thereafter for Crop Culture. 

The aircraft was permanently withdrawn from 

use in 1961.] 

Jim McMahon in Crop Culture Tiger Moth 

G-ANRL (P.Gatrell) 
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Tiger Moth G-ANRL at Bembridge. 

Desmond Norman is on the right 
(Peter Gatrell) 

Note 2 Brian Partridge joined the Royal Air Force 

in 1941, retiring in 1961 as the Commanding 

Officer of 7 Squadron, a V-bomber squadron 

operating Valiants, after flying numerous types of 

aircraft including Hurricanes, Spitfires, Mustangs, 

Vampires, Meteors, Hunters and Canberras. He 

spent 1961/62 flying Piper Apaches for Executair 

in Nigeria. From 1962 to 1967 he was General 

Manager of Air Stock (West Africa) Limited (later 

renamed Aeronautical Services (West Africa)), a 

sister company of Crop Culture, returning to the 

UK in 1967 to become Sales Manager and later 

Sales Director of Britten-Norman Limited.  

 Following the receivership of B-N in 1971 he moved to Eagle Aircraft Services at Leavesden as 

Managing Director where he joined another ex-B-N Salesman, Neil Harrison and ex-B-N pilot, 

Colin Newnes. In 1973 Bryan emigrated to Australia to become Managing Director of Islander 

Aircraft Sales and Charter, the then Islander and Trislander distributor for Australasia. In 1974 he 

lost the sight in his left eye, which made it impossible to renew his ATPL licence, and spent the 

next 20 years raising funds and acting as a P.R. consultant to various Australian and New Zealand 

charities. Brian lived on the leafy North Shore of Sydney with his wife Joan and passed away in 
August, 2010] 

Griffing Flying Services Ohio, USA 

 

Great River Air, Yukon, Canada 

 

 

 

 

Since 1937 family owned 

Griffing Flying Services 
has operated an air 
charter service and 

provided premier 
services to the North 

Coast of Ohio.  
Griffing Flying Services’ 
BN Islander N442S, c/n 

0770, provides a lifeline 
of mail, freight, and 

passenger service to the 
Lake Erie Islands, 

including Pelee Island. 

 Islander Operators Serving Remote Parts of the USA and Canada 

Great River Air has 

bases in Whitehorse and 
Dawson City and 
provides a reliable and 

versatile fixed-wing 
charter service FOR 

environmental surveys, 
telemetry surveys, and 
support services for 

mining, outfiitting and 
adventurers. One of the 

Great River Air Fleet is 
BN Islander C-GVCJ, c/n 

0090. 
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47 Years Ago – Start of Aurigny Air Services Operations 

 
 Flight Magazine News Item 29 February 1968  

GLOS AIR'S CI PLANS 

An initial flight schedule for the Alderney-Guernsey service has been announced by 
Glos Air, who take over the route from BUA on March 1. A nine-passenger Britten-

Norman Islander is to make a return flight between the islands-15 min each way 
every morning and afternoon. The morning flight will leave Alderney at 0830hr and 
return from Guernsey at 0915hr. The afternoon flight will leave Alderney at 1630hr 

and return from Guernsey at 1715hr. 
The service will be operated by a new Alderney-registered company, Aurigny Air 

Services Ltd. This company has now applied to the Air Transport Licensing Board for 
permission to operate between Alderney and Jersey-a service discontinued some 
years ago-and also between Guernsey and Jersey. 

Meanwhile, Alderney's parliament agreed on February 8 to refund six weeks' landing 
dues to BUA in return for the airline's continuation of the daily Alderney-Guernsey 

service until Glos Air takes over. BUA were accused of "shabby treatment" for 
threatening to reduce, the service to three days a week unless they were relieved of 
landing dues-but local MPs decided that it was better to refund the dues than face a 

curtailed inter-island service, and only one member voted against the proposition. 
 

 

 

 

 

Aurigny Air Services Trislanders Maintain Services During the 
2014/2015 Winter Months 

This striking night time shot of Aurigny’s Trislander G-JOEY on the ramp at Guernsey 
Airport, with either G-RLON or G-BDTO, is included courtesy of Roland Zsolders 

based in Hungary – many thanks. 
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Aurigny Air Services’ Trislanders Could be Kept On for Two More Years 
 

Aurigny Air Services’ Chief Executive Officer has recently suggested that the airline 
could still be using Trislanders in two years time. Mark Darby told Alderney Chamber 
of Commerce members that the airline will have two Trislanders serviceable until 

2016- adding that there was no certainty when a third Dornier 228, the intended 
Trislander replacement, could be found. 

At present there are three serviceable Trislanders in the Aurigny fleet – G-BDTO, G-
RLON and G-JOEY. 
Mr Darby was being questioned on when the 20 year old Dornier 228 it has secured 

was going to full join scheduled Alderney services. He said people would find it being 
flown on commercial services by experienced training captains with new crew beside 

them very shortly. “The second Dornier is currently undergoing pre-delivery 
maintenance in Demark,” he explained. “It is expected that this will be completed at 
the end of January. Once we have accepted the aircraft, it needs to be painted. We 

hope to get a slot for this in February. Once that has happened the aircraft will enter 
service.” 

In the information supplied by Aurigny Air Services for the May 2014 States of 
Deliberation d’Etat, it was said that the airline intended to buy three second hand 
Dorniers at a cost of £1m each. Two of the three would be replaced by new Dorniers, it 

said, from mid 2016 at the earliest. 
Mr Darby said that once the second Dornier arrives most flying would be on the larger 

aircraft. “We still need to find a third aircraft before we can stop operating the 
Trislanders,” he said. “Good ones (Dorniers) are quite scarce- so there is no certainty 

as to when we will find one. In the meantime at least two of the Trislanders will be 
serviceable for two years.” 
 

Watch this space………. 
 

News from Vanuatu 
 
Recently the Pacific islands of Vanuatu suffered severe devastation when they were hit by a 

severe Typhoon. Unity Airlines operates Islanders and a Trislander. Unity Airlines owner 
Tony Deamer has recently communicated with BNAPS to say that the aircraft were 

unscathed. 
Unity Airlines Trislander, YJ-0019, c/n 1055, is at present undergoing a major overhaul and 
SB190 check. Tony reports that the Trislander is OK but the hangar is a bit of a mess. There 

will be more news from Vanuatu in future issues of BNAPS News. 

 

A recent view of 

Vanuatu based Unity 
Airlines Trislander YJ-
0019 whilst undergoing 

a major overhaul.  
This Trislander was 

originally supplied to 
the Botswana Defence 
Force and was the last 

Trislander delivered by 

B-N back in 1984.  
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MMMMMM
More Colourful Caribbean Islanders 

 

 

 

 

Air Flamenco Islander N908GD, c/n 2040, at Culebra (Jose Gomez) 

 

SVG Air Islander J8-VBJ (Juliet), c/n 0163, in Barbuda (Teddy Thomas) 

EZ Air Islander PJ-AIW, 

c/n 2038,  (Gerald Perry) 
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32 (BN-2A) G-AWNT Precision Terrain Surveys. Leased to Channel Islands Air Search, 

Guernsey. 7.14. Returned 29.1.15 following delivery of G-BEXJ (2020).   

 

96 (BN-2A) 4X-AYT Ayeet Aviation, Sde Dov, Israel. Noted at Beersheba 19.12.14 

(looking "tatty" but potentially serviceable)  

 

269 (BN-2A-6) 8R-GHE Air Services, Georgetown, Guyana. Missing presumed crashed 

while en-route Mahdia to Karisparu on 28.12.14.  

 

270 (BN-2A-3) 9J-SKY Sky Africa, Gauteng, South Africa. To Servicios Aereos Conexos 

Aeroconexos, Cuidadela, Ecuador. 2014 as HC-CMQ.  

 

287 (BN-2A-3) VQ-SAC Air Mahe, Victoria, Seychelles. Written off Praslin 4.9.76. 

Remains used by Chelsea College, Shoreham, West Sussex until 1990. Forward 

fuselage renovated by Frank Matthews, Littlehampton 1995. Donated to Britten-Norman 

Aircraft Preservation Society 4.14 and moved to temporary storage at the Hovercraft 

Museum, Lee-on-Solent 24.1.15.  

 

296 (BN-2A-8) YV2238 Chapi Air, Maiquetia, Venezuela. sustained damage after it 

suffered a landing accident at Los Roques Airport, Venezuela on January 16. The 

aircraft, which was operating a domestic flight from Higuerote, came to rest after its 

right main undercarriage collapsed. The pilot and nine passengers were uninjured in the 

accident.  

 

376 (BN-2A-8) 4X-AYS Ayeet Aviation, Beer Sheba, Israel. Noted derelict at Beer-

Sheeba 19.11.14.  

 

446 (BN-2A-21) 4X-AYH Nesher Aviation & Tourism, Herzlia, Israel. Withdrawn from 

use. Noted stored at Rishon 6.14.   

 

457 (BN-2A-21) (N115DW) Donated to Restaurante Aviones, Barranquitas, Puerto Rico. 

2011. Preserved as a "gate guardian", preserved at entrance to restaurant complex in 

white, no registration markings.  

 

531 (BN-2B-21) C6-LDC Lindroth Development Company, Great Abaco, Bahamas. 

Operated by Schooner Bay Concierge Air Travel. Routed  Iqaluit (YFB) to Sondre 

Stromfjord (SFJ) 13.11.14, then Kulusuk (KUS) (f/p to RVK but diverted) 29.11, KEF 

1.12, GLA 2.12, Roskilde 3.12. However, also reported at Fort Lauderdale Executive 

16.12.14, so may have returned to USA?  

 

746 (BN-2A-21) 9Q-CIN Institute National pour la Conservation de la Nature, Kinshasa, 

Democratic Republic of Congo. Derelict at Goma, noted 30.9.14.  

 

2020 (BN-2A-26) G-BEXJ Chewton Glen Aviation. Noted at Lee on Solent 21.12.14 with 

tail fin, tail rudder and wing tip from G-CIAS. This is the longer term temporary 

replacement for G-CIAS (instead of G-AWNT). Test flying 13.1.15, CofA issued 26.1.15. 

Handed over to Channel Islands Air Search 29.1.15.  

 

2177 (BN-2B-21) DQ-PSC Pacific Sun, Nadi, Fiji. To unknown owner, Vanuatu as YJ-

AA8. Noted at Port Vila 7.2.15.   
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YJ-AA8 (c/n 2177) BN-2B-21 at Port Vila on 7th February 2015 undergoing a SB190 

check. It was formerly DQ-PSC, and prior to that was operated in Vanuatu as YJ-OO7. 

(Tony Deamer/Unity Airlines) 

 

 

James Bond "Spectre"  

  

It has become increasingly apparent that several Islander aircraft are being used in the 

filming of the next James Bond film "Sceptre". There are two flying aircraft involved and 

reports suggest that 6 additional  non-flying airframes are being used.   

Official information is not easy to come by, and more will be known in the coming 

months. Some reports  suggest that Trislanders G-BAXD (c/n 359) and the never 

completed c/n 1072, and Islanders G-AWVY (c/n 48) and G-BKOK (c/n 2174) were all 

moved from Cumbernauld in late 2014 to Longcross Studios near  

Fairoaks for preparation work, along with the fuselage of BN-2T-4R G-RAPA (c/n 2115) 

from Bembridge and BN-2A-8 N721BN (c/n 435) from Keystone Airpark, Keystone 

Heights, Florida. Some or all were then taken to Obertilliach, Austria for filming.   

The flying Islanders are G-BUBP (c/n 2272) and G-CZNE (c/n 2301). Both have been 

painted black, with white and gold flashes, and each has been given CAA approval to 

use the Austrian fictitious markings "OEFZO". The exemption is valid 12.11.14 to 

4.3.15. The same markings and registration have been seen on the sections of fuselage 

seen during the filming. They have both been noted at Nikolsdorf, Austria.  

 

 
G-BUBP (c/n 2272) BN-2B-20 seen at Saarbrucken, Germany on 8th December 2014. It 

has a special black paint scheme for use in the James Bond film "Spectre" shooting in 

Austria in early 2015. (Matthias Becker)
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 The “Other” BN-2 
 
Thanks to meticulous research by noted aviation historian Arthur Ord-Hume it has come to 

light that there was an earlier B-N aircraft design under the designation BN-2. In Arthur’s 
exceptionally comprehensive book titled “British Private Aircraft 1946-1970 Volume Two – 
An A to Z of Club and Private Aeroplanes” the existence of an earlier BN-2 aircraft project 

is revealed as follows: 
Britten-Norman 4-seat Tourer  

In 1955 a second aircraft design emerged from the partnership of John Britten and 
Desmond Norman as the composite-structure Britten-Norman 4-seat Tourer. Never 
officially given either name or number, it could be seen as the original B-N 2 design, 

although this title was later accorded to the company's outstandingly successful BN-2 
Islander light transport/utility aircraft that was first flown on 13 June 1965. 

John Britten and Desmond Norman first had the idea of this low-wing cabin monoplane 
with a fixed, normal undercarriage over Christmas, 1955 and John Britten produced some 
pages of calculations that established the practicality of the design which was to be 

powered by a 140 hp Gipsy engine. 
The all-wood wing bore a resemblance to that of the Druine Turbi which had just been built 

in their workshop: the airfoil was NACA 23012 built around one large un-tapered main spar 
with an angled false-spar to provide root-end drag bracing. The ailerons were slotted and 
attached to a false spar and there were 20 percent slotted split trailing-edge flaps.  

Wing dihedral was 4 degrees and chord was 4 ft 5 in. Fuel was contained in two 19 gallon 
tanks mounted between the main spar and the false spar at the ailerons. These extreme 

outboard tank positions were to relieve the centre-section loading stresses. 
The wing-tips were of shaped aluminium while the rest of the wing was fabric-covered. The 
undercarriage legs were attached to the forward face of the main spar providing a wheel 

track of 7 feet. A welded steel tubular fuselage featured a built-up light alloy rear decking 
to accommodate a central runner guide for the rearward-sliding cockpit hood. This too was 

to be fabric-covered. 
It was estimated that the aircraft) would be able to take off in nil-wind conditions within 

200 yards and at full load produce an initial rate of climb of 750 ft/min. The range, fully 
loaded, was 240 miles at 7.5-gallons/hour. With three persons only on board, this could be 
extended to 600 miles. 

A considerable amount of work was expended on the design between January and the end 
of February 1956 but in the end economic considerations drew the company in other 

directions and the project was not pursued any further.  
 

 

 

SPECIFICATION 

140 h.p. Gipsy Major Srs. 2 

Wing Span Overall 30 ft 6 in 

Length Overall 23 ft 10 in 

Height Overall 6 ft 2 in 

Wing Area (sq ft) 170 

Wing Loading (lbs/sq ft) 12.35 

Empty Weight 1,250 lb 

Max Speed 135 mph 

Cruising Speed 120 mph 

Stalling Speed 55 mph 

Range (miles) 240/600* 

Disposable Load  850 lb 

 

* Fully loaded/three crew. 

 

(Thanks go to Arthur Ord-Hume for allowing BNAPS to use the above extracts from his book.) 
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“Islander 50” June, 2015 –  
 
 

 

 

 
 

BNAPS/BN Historians 

“Islander 50”  
badge design 

“Islander 50” will start when the 50th anniversary of the first flight of 

the prototype BN-2 Islander, G-ATCT, is commemorated on Saturday 

13 June, 2015, at Bembridge Airport. 

The 13 June commemoration day will include dedication of a 

commemorative plaque and a re-enactment of the first flight. This will 

be supported by a heritage exhibition and unveiling of two specially 

commissioned paintings produced by local artist Ivan Berryman. This 

will lead on to a weekend of celebration on 20/21 June, 2015 that will 

include roll out of the fully fitted out fuselage of Islander, G-AVCN. 
 

BNAPS is in contact with the owners of Bembridge Airport, the 

Propeller Inn, Vectis Gliding Club, Bembridge Heritage Society and 

other local interests to ensure that “Islander 50” pays a full and well 

deserved tribute to the achievements of John Britten, Desmond 

Norman and all those who worked with them to create the BN-2 

Islander - a classic design at the outset and later to become Britain’s 

best-selling civil transport aircraft. 
 

“Islander 50” also provides an opportunity to look ahead to the future 

when BNAPS has completed the restoration work and Islander G-

AVCN, is fully assembled and on public display and to thank all those 

individuals and organisations that have given the project their 

valuable support over the years. 
 

Also recognised is the fact that 50 years on BN-2 Islanders and 

Defenders continue to be in production and of the 1250+ aircraft 

delivered by Britten-Norman to date around 600 or more are still in 
service around the world.   

More information about 

the events schedule 
and details of “Islander 

50” events and 
celebrations will be 
presented at the 

BNAPS social meeting 

on 21 April, 2015 

 

B-N Caps Available Soon 
As a result of recent requests BNAPS has set up arrangements for a new batch of B-N Caps to be 

made. The cap is in black with the original style B-N logo embroidered in yellow.  

Caps will be offered at £6.50 to BNAPS Supporters and at £7.00 to non-members. UK post and 

packaging will cost £2.00. 

  

 

VCN Model Orders Now Being Taken 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Thanks to the efforts of our BNAPS 
Supporter Berend Weerda based in 

Belgium a sample has been made of a 
model of Islander G-AVCN for evaluation. 

The model has a span of about 380mm 
(15 inches) and is mounted on a 

hardwood display stand. 
Final pricing has yet to be determined and 
is subject to ongoing negotiations with the 

supplier and sufficient advance orders. 
Budgetary price of the model is in the 

range £75-£95 including delivery. 
The first 10 models ordered will include a 
print of the painting by Ivan Berryman of 

VCN taking off from Bembridge Airport 
 

How the BN-2 Got the Name Islander – At one time it was believed that John 

Britten’s mother, Zoe Britten, had suggested the name. A recent search through the Isle of 
Wight County Press on-line archive, however, revealed the truth. In the 19 June 1965 issue, 

where the BN-2’s first flight was reported, it is stated that “B-N management offered a prize 
of £5 for the most appropriate name put forward by a member of staff. This was shared by 
Ted Smith and Arthur Rayner, who both submitted the name “Islander”.  
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Forthcoming BNAPS Events 
Our next BNAPS Social Evening will be held at 

the Propeller Inn, Bembridge Airport on 
Tuesday 21 April 2015.  

This evening will include a talk on “The Origins 

of the Islander” and latest information about 
the “Islander 50” event to be held over the 

period 13-21 June, 2015.  
Please attend at 1900 for a 1930 start, no 

entry charge, all are welcome, donations will 
be gratefully received. 

There will be a raffle and the opportunity to 
purchase BNAPS merchandise. 
 
 

How to contact BNAPS: 

Email: 

solentaeromarine@hotmail.co.uk 

Telephone: 01329 315561 

Post: 

BNAPS (Dept NL) 

c/o 

7, William Close, 

FAREHAM, 

Hampshire,  

PO14 2PQ. 

 

BNAPS Trust  
BNAPS is a Registered Charity, No. 

1100735, set up to "preserve the 

history and aircraft of Britten-Norman 

with the support of members’ 

subscriptions, sponsorship and 

donations" 

BNAPS registered address is: 

The Great Barn, 

Five Bells Lane, 

Nether Wallop, 

Stockbridge, 

Hampshire, 

SO20 8EN. 

Trustees are Peter Graham, Bob 

Wilson, Guy Palmer and Bob Wealthy. 

Bob Wealthy is now Chairman of the 

Board of Trustees effective from 13 

November, 2013. 
 

More BNAPS Supporters Needed 
 

If any BNAPS Supporters Club member knows of 

someone who would be interested in joining please pass 

on contact details to our BNAPS Membership Secretary, 

Rita Edgcumbe. 

The principal aims of the BNAPS Supporters Club are:  

“to assist BNAPS to preserve the history and aircraft of 

Britten-Norman through member donations and to 

provide assistance with the day-to-day operations of the 

charity”  

Anyone with an interest in local aviation heritage is 

welcome.  

As a point of clarification, whilst BNAPS has contact with 

B-N Group from time to time, as a charitable trust 

BNAPS is an independent organisation. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
  

BNAPS on the Internet - information about BNAPS, including back issues of BNAPS 

News, can now be found on Ivan Berryman’s website: ivanberrymandirect.com/bnaps.htm 
 
 

 

 

BNAPS Items for Sale 
 

BNAPS Ltd is the sales arm of BNAPS and in selling books and memorabilia etc. makes a significant 

contribution to our restoration funds. These items can be purchased direct from BNAPS Ltd, at 

BNAPS events and sales stands and by mail order. If you need a current price list or wish to 

purchase specific items please contact Rita Edgcumbe on 01983 875790 or by e mail: 

m_edgcumbe@yahoo.co.uk 

BNAPS mug decorated with 

a striking image of G-AVCN 

and is dish washer proof. 

Price for BNAPS Supporters is 

£5.00 and for non-members 

£6.00, UK p&p is £2.00. 

 

BNAPS fridge magnets  

and key rings- 

Price for members is £2.00,  

for non-members £2.50 

UK p&p is £1.00 

   

VCN Postcard Set 

8 cards in a presentation  

folder 

£5.00/set including 

UK p&p 

 

http://www.ivanberrymandirect.com/bnaps.htm

